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ABSTRACT:
The primary goal of this paper is to research the effect of web-based social networking applications on private company business visionaries. It is additionally analyzed how entrepreneurs are propelled to utilize online networking applications. Web-based social networking totally changed the method for organizations. Online networking applications in the present time have turned out to be most proficient and powerful instrument for evolving entrepreneurs where all independent small and medium scale companies utilize web-based social networking stage for advertizing and providing exposure to their items and administrations, they make use of social networking sites to reach the consumers by creating fan pages for the followers where the customer suggestions and feelings are recorded for enhancement of their business. This paper reveals how different platforms of social media has effected the small and medium scale industries in evolving and revolutionizing the tactics of business .And based on the survey it is inferred that there is a positive effect of online networking applications on independent venture business people and in addition they are profoundly energetic to utilize this stage.
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the advancement in the technology there has been an broad transformation in the traditional approach of initiating a business. Previously this was followed by a long procedure which required expertise , capital and proper channel to make it successful, but with the advent of social networking the modern era business starts with an innovative idea on a very small scale where this idea is advertized through various channels and based on the valuable responses given by the various consumers this idea is shaped into a small or medium scaled business with the proper capital and with the aid of appropriate management .Considering the traditional media which involved the news paper , television etc where it was one way communication between the consumer and the manufacturer but where as social media is two way communication medium for example in traditional
media where the feedback given by the consumer was through letter, phone call etc which was followed by a long procedure of securitization but with the usage of social media one furious tweet of comment which reaches the crowd through chain of likes and shares about a particular product can lead to downfall of the product[1]. Online networking is the fate of correspondence, an innumerable cluster of web based apparatuses and stages that expansion and improve the sharing of data. This new type of media makes the exchange of content, photographs, sound, video, and data as a rule progressively liquid among web clients. Web-based social networking has importance for customary web clients, as well as business as well. Social media alludes to the methods for communications among individuals in which they make, share, and additionally trade data and thoughts in virtual groups and systems. Some of the examples for social media and their functionalities[2] are as follows

- Facebook: The world's biggest informal community, Users make an individual profile, include different clients as companions, and trade messages, including notices. Brands make pages and Facebook clients can "like" brands' pages.
- Twitter: A long range interpersonal communication/miniaturized scale blogging stage that enables gatherings and people to remain associated through the trading of short status messages
- YouTube & Vimeo: Video facilitating and watching sites.
- Instagram: A free photograph and video sharing application that enables clients to apply advanced channels, casings and enhancements to their photographs and afterward share them on an assortment of long range interpersonal communication locales.
- LinkedIn Groups: A place where gatherings of experts with comparative ranges of intrigue can share and take part in a discussions occurring in their fields.
- Pinterest: is a social curation site for sharing and classifying pictures discovered on the web. Pinterest requires brief portrayals however the fundamental concentration of the site is visual. Tapping on a picture will take you to the first source, in this way, for instance, on the off chance that you tap on a photo of a couple of shoes, you may be taken to a site where you can buy them.
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fig1: mobile technologies used in the year 2016[7]
picture of blueberry flapjacks may take you to the formula; a photo of an eccentric perch room may take you to the guidelines.

II. CHARACTERISTIC OF SOCIAL MEDIA REGARDING SMALL AND MEDIUM SCALE INDUSTRIES

The adaptation of the social media in the business field shows some of the peculiar characteristics to enhance the approach[1] taken to benefit or evolve the small and medium scale industries are

- Marking Their Existence

The customary strategies of promoting utilizing print and electronic media alongside Internet showcasing and lead age were utilized to direct people to a business and its site. As web index calculations advance, site proprietors need to remain on their toes to ensure their site is continually refreshed with important and ebb and flow data to forestall being depreciated in query items. Today, web-based social networking like, Facebook pages, Twitter records, and YouTube channels are being viewed as locales in their own particular appropriate to check the nearness.

- Crowd-sourcing Ideas

Before you dispatch another item or administration, one might want to have a few thoughts regarding what individuals consider it. So by connecting with prospects and clients by means of online networking, one can really ask the fans and supporters what hues they lean toward or what sorts of highlights they need. Along these lines one can include shoppers in important free statistical surveying, by asking their suppositions and can help set up believability by demonstrating that their feelings matter. Subsequent to seeing their thoughts turning into a reality, business has more than likely quite recently expanded their client base.

- Being Competitive

Organizations are changing promoting techniques in light of data they find in online networking sustains from their rivals. By watching out for contenders, their qualities and shortcomings can decide their advertising endeavors. This accumulated data executes things that may be expected to enhance, for example, online networking efforts, challenges, giveaways or sorts of substance the devotees might react to the most.

- Maintaining Transparency

The way toward taking a prospect to the point of turning into a client has backed off to some degree because of customers’ mindfulness. Individuals need to purchase from those organizations who have built up believability and who appear to be absolutely straightforward in their publicizing efforts[3]. Online networking is changing people groups’ sentiments of organizations. By giving messages that are open, straightforward, and supportive, social crowds will discover that your business thinks about its clients and potential clients. One can position their organization as a profitable asset by basically sharing data like counsel, tips, or simply noting inquiries regarding the business.
The reflections of social media with respect to the growth of small and medium scale industries which has targeted the major component of the business industry i.e the consumers or the end users. The advertisement of a product has made easy to the manufacturer by eliminating the middle man and directly reaching the customers through various websites. This impact has led to change the behaviour of the customer while purchasing process. The collaboration of marketing and customer resource management which has benefited both faces of the business. In addition to this even the technology has a major role in the improvement of the small and medium scale industries. One of the technological adaption of small and medium scale industries is SaaS.

This SaaS industry report 2016 demonstrates that 64%[5] of small and medium organizations utilize cloud innovation to drive deals and lift effectiveness. Energizing SaaS selection by small and medium organizations is the requirement for CRM, where the attention is on holding and fulfilling clients to manage development. Gartner said CRM incomes has multiplied since 2008[6] and is anticipated to reach over $36 billion by one year from now.

Similarly, small and medium organizations are a piece of the general pattern by associations of receiving business investigation and distributed storage next year– two of the most astounding development portions in SaaS. With its market balanced out and client reception achieving development, the cloud business is prepared for SaaS 2.0. New highlights and market sections have just begun for the current year and will acquire force in 2017[6]. Previously where machine learning was ruling the retail industry but with the adaption of SaaS the retail industry is been reformed by addition of AI(artificial intelligence) and virtual reality, where the e-commerce will try to give a virtual tour to the customers on their product maintaining complete translucency between the customers and the manufacturer. for example in online shopping of a particular dress which will be compared with the all the websites consisting of the similar item and highlighting the website with lowest cost and with the given specification this can be trailed virtually for complete satisfaction of the customer.
Some of the approaches[8] to exploit web-based social networking for your business.

1. Get The World Needs To Know You Exist
It's fabulous that you've made a stunning item, administration, or business, yet in the event that you need to keep that energy going, you'll have to go where your clients are: via web-based networking media. Try not to tragically put online networking as a second thought and getting left behind. Web-based social networking encourages you increment your image mindfulness and you're informing. It's the possibility for you to grandstand what you remain for in the general population eye so individuals comprehend what your organization does as well as what it remains for.

2. Get Quick Feedback On Your Products and Services
On the off chance that you truly need to move quick with your organization, what preferable path over to ask the clients attempting it? Do you have to test another item? Locate your beta analyzers via web-based networking media and get criticism at quick pace. Will they give you input, as well as develop a dependable after from the earliest starting point by including them and giving awesome client benefit en route.

3. Screen Leads and Potential Prospects
Wouldn't it be extraordinary on the off chance that you could discover enter influencers in your industry and make associations with them? All things considered, you can through web-based social networking. You can discover influencers and screen huge amounts of online discussions via scanning for watchwords and by watching negative or positive opinions. For instance, on the off chance that somebody is having terrible involvement with a contender's item, you can swoop in and offer an answer. Look at these online networking instruments that can enable you to screen and deal with your web-based social networking.

4. Make Connections To Make A Huge Business Impact
Need referrals or business accomplices? All things considered, by building your web-based social networking system, you'll have more access to these potential associates. Web-based social networking gives you the chance to grow your impact and to reach even only one potential financial specialist, mark backer, or future representative that could totally change the diversion for your business.

5. Locate A Supportive Entrepreneurial Community
Let's be honest: Being a business person is no cakewalk. Sooner or later, you'll need get guidance and support from different business visionaries going down a similar way. Web-based social networking is the ideal place to make these associations. What's superior to anything discovering tutors or startup bolster bunches on the web and transforming these into genuine connections? You can join Facebook gatherings, LinkedIn gatherings, and even join Meetups. It's anything but difficult to utilize online networking to look for different business people by city area, particularly on Twitter.
There are new patterns[9] rising in this space, for example,

- Moving to Mobile Commerce
  According to a current report, it is anticipated that before the finish of 2016 just about 33% of the total populace will approach cell phone. Having this element has turned out to be all the more a need. Web based business stores must fit in all screens with a specific end goal to upgrade client experience or they might lose on some genuine business. According to late Forbes ponder, 87 % [8] of the gen-X individuals invest the vast majority of their energy in a computerized gadgets consistently than at any other time.

- Pick how you need to pay
  Advantageous and greater instalment alternatives new organizations are rising to encourage new instalment models to improve web based shopping background. They point to make more extensive choices accessible as well as to expand instalment security for the two purchasers and vender's.

In the previous couple of years, numerous new models and passages have developed like e-wallets, Chip card per users, attractive cards, EMV and cash back administrations.

- Multi Channel Model
  In spite of blasting e-commerce showcase, retailers have gone to an understanding that Omni Channel/Multiple channel is must for any plan of action. In spite of the fact that there has been a ton of buzz on internet shopping solace, as a general rule it has been recorded that numerous clients may surf net throughout the day yet toward the end do require a physical store to make the last buy. Be that as it may, new innovations, for example, in store advanced administrations are rising to improve the physical store understanding.

- Consistent Shopping background
  Numerous new highlights are being added by all organizations to encourage consistent looking for instance stores are currently offering simple on the spot or online instalments, simple wallets with rebates and coupons or exceptional store platinum cards.

- Social Ecommerce
  Retailers are receiving online networking as their lead deals medium. Interpersonal organization has come to assume the most vital part in the retail world of late, very nearly 40[8] % buys are made due to online networking handles. Subsequently, informal community is certain normal to ascend in the coming time.

- Quality instead of amount
  Retailers have gone to an understanding that now having more assortment won't win them clients, in this manner the concentration has moved to improving redone shopping background by presenting new highlights. The accentuation is currently being laid on interesting on the web highlights like virtual trial rooms, zoom in pictures, 360[8] degree picture see.

- Client Relationship
  With the expanding assortment accessible the client reliability is presently totally out of picture. It requires very much coordinated innovation supporting simple instalments and cutting edge
shopping knowledge. The concentration is presently being moved from rebates to better coordinated innovation administrations.

- Combining the web and disconnected
It has turned out to be essential to combine online/disconnected frameworks to encourage simple working. An all around coordinated innovation is significant.

**CONCLUSION**

Regardless of small or medium scale industries, existing in the virtual world via web-based networking media is pivotal. Online networking holds an immense treasuries of advantages for business entrepreneur, and exploiting these advantages can totally rejuvenate business. Thus social media plays an important role in improvement of small and medium scale industries.
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